Infinity Turbine Fast Vacuum Table
Fast Vacuum Table
Modular Vacuum Bag and Seal

Vacuum bag and seal large bags, or
bagged assemblies in a few seconds to
minutes.

Wide Mouth Vacuum

Portable and Modular Fast
Vacuum Bagging System - Plug
and Play - Single Phase 110 V
50/60hz If you need a way to fast
vacuum seal bags, vacuum bag
epoxy/resin projects, or glue-lam
assemblies.

Powerful 2 HP Dual Pump

With a on-board hefty 2HP dual
cylinder vacuum pump, with tube
manifolds, and wide mount
tabletop sealer. This system can
quickly vacuum and seal most of
cylinder on-board vacuum pump. Offyour larger projects. Mounted on a Dualthe-shelf
parts means quick fix and
self-contained cart, the system is
maintenance.
plug-and-play right out of the crate
and ready for operation.
Resin Bucket

Originally designed for vacuum
bagging botanical harvests, the
system is also perfect for vacuum
bagging carbon fiber and epoxy
projects.
Fast Vacuum Table System – All
Inclusive Package

Vacuum bag and seal, or connect up to 4
tubes for your vacuum bag operation.

PRODUCT

4x4ft
2HP
Vacuum Bag System
$12,999

Stainless steel resin bucket.

PROFIT

Industrial Package comes in a
standard 2×4 ft cart, with 2×4 ft flipup table on 5 inch industrial casters,
which fits through any standard
doorway, hallway, or elevator.
Wide Mouth 24 inch vacuum table
top includes bag heat sealer.
Manifold has four 1/2 inch ID tube
Connectors.
Pre Charge On-Board 11 gallon air
tank for fast vacuum.
Plug-and-Play system arrives in
custom wooden crate, all built in the
USA, and includes freight and
insurance to lower 48.

TIME

Speed Clamp projects in a fraction of Saves Time by providing a mobile
the time compared to mechanical
cart for both small vacuum bag
clamping methods.
sealing, as well as a ported manifold
for your larger vacuum bag needs,
Provides Vacuum Central
such as yacht hulls, aircraft wings, or
Command for your epoxy resin
larger assemblies.
projects, both big and small.
Resin Collection Vessel Liquid
Combine Multiple Vacuum bagged Trap to collect your resin.
projects using one system, at the
same time.
Organizes your vacuum bagging
operation into one convenience roll-aVacuum Clamping may be a faster
bout cart.
solution than using hundreds, or
thousands of fasteners to hold parts
Fast Clamping methodology for
together.
large wood or resin tables or other
structures. Instead of lots of
Reduces Clutter and Space by
mechanical clamps, use a vacuum
providing a cart mounted solution.
instead.
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